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advisory council operating procedures - mykairos - there is an overriding spiritual and biblical focus that
guides the heart of the kairos ministry as found in the core values and the statement of faith, along with the
current program manuals. religious emblems reference manual 2015 revision - nccs religious emblems
reference manual 1 introduction the religious emblem reference manual 2015 revision (henceforth manual) is
designed to provide a resource to those who are responsible for the carrying out of a quality religious emblems
program in their standards of practice for professional chaplains in health ... - standards of practice for
professional chaplains in acute care |2 introduction history representatives of diverse faith traditions have
provided spiritual and religious care to the sick for centuries. standards of practice for professional
chaplains - standards of practice for professional chaplains 10/22/15 1 standards of practice for professional
chaplains . preamble: chaplaincy care is grounded in initiating, developing, deepening and
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